Spray Mop Kit

Stockist Details:

Kit Includes:

1x
Spray Mop

1x
Microfiber
Pad

1x
Cleaner Refill

Everyday Maintenance
Arboritec Cleaner is a neutral cleaning product specially
formulated in Sweden for oiled and lacquered wooden floors.
You can also use this product on floors made of PVC, linoleum,
vinyl, laminate and washable surfaces such as stone, tiles,
glass, porcelain etc.

Application
Before using Spray Mop Kit remove all loose particles which
might scratch the surface by vacuuming or sweeping the floor,
and assemble the Mop as per the instructions in the box. The
Cleaner Spray Refill is pre-diluted, so there is no need to add
anything to it. Simply remove the empty Spray Mop cartridge,
pour in the cleaner and reattach it to the Spray Mop. Using the
trigger, spray the Cleaner directly onto the floor and disperse
it using the microfibre pad. Remove the pad regularly to rinse
it in clear water, then just wring it out and reattach it to the
mop head.
After cleaning is completed the mircofibre mop pad can
removed and washed by hand or in a washing machine at 40°C.
If washed by machine do not use fabric softener. Store the Spray
Mop upright.

Timba Floor is brand imported by
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Unit 5-6 Holman Way, Trident
Business Park, Nuneaton,
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Membership No: 958415

www.timbafloor.com
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Maintenance Products
Made for Timba Floor by
Arboritec AB, Sweden
www.arboritec.com

In partnership with:

What’s included?

Lacquered Floor Instructions

Oiled Floor Instructions

Lacquered Floor Kit

Cleaning

Cleaning

Before cleaning your lacquered floor, remove all loose particles
which might scratch the surface by vacuuming or sweeping.
Arboritec Cleaner should be diluted as per the instructions
below and applied using a Spray Mop or a dampened household
mop. Whilst mopping, rinse the Spray Mop pad or household
mop regularly in clear water to remove collected dirt. Rinsing the
floor after cleaning is not necessary.

Before cleaning your oiled floor, remove all loose particles which
might scratch the surface by vacuuming or sweeping. Arboritec
Cleaner should be diluted as per the instructions below and
applied using a Spray Mop or a dampened household mop.
Whilst mopping, rinse the Spray Mop pad or household mop
regularly in clear water to remove collected dirt. Rinsing the
floor after cleaning is not necessary.

Cleaner Concentrate
--

--

1x
1L Cleaner
Concentrate

Neutral cleaning product for lacquered
or oiled wooden floors, laminate, PVC,
linoleum and vinyl.
This product contains no organic
solvents or pigments and is
environmentally friendly.

Refresher
--

--

1x
1L Refresher

---

Modern maintenance for lacquered
wood floor surfaces, laminate, vinyl,
PVC or linoleum.
Dissolves itself with each new 		
application to avoid product build up.
Reduces visual signs of aging & wear.
Recommended maintenance after 		
every 5th cleaning with Cleaner.

IMPORTANT
Never pour water directly onto wood floors, instead
use a damp cloth or floor mop and remove excess
water immediately.

Dilution for cleaning Oiled Floors
Dilution for cleaning Lacquered Floors
Lightly soiled lacquered floors: 1:100;
10ml Cleaner Concentrate / 1L water (max 30°C)
Heavily soiled lacquered floors: 1:20;
50ml Cleaner Concentrate / 1L water (max 30°C)

Oiled Floor Kit

Maintenance for Lacquered Floors
Cleaner Concentrate
--

--

1x
1L Cleaner
Concentrate

Neutral cleaning product for lacquered
or oiled wooden floors, laminate, PVC,
linoleum and vinyl.
This product contains no organic
solvents or pigments and is
environmentally friendly

Oil Refresher Concentrate
---

1x
1L Oil
Refresher
Concentrate

---

Saponified pine wood oil to refresh
the surface of oiled floors
Makes floors more resistant to wear
and prolongs the intervals between
re-oiling renovation
Reduces visual signs of aging and wear
Recommended maintenance after
every 5th clean with Cleaner.

IMPORTANT
Never pour water directly onto wood floors, instead use a
damp cloth or floor mop and remove excess water
immediately.

To keep your lacquered floor in perfect condition and prevent
it from wear effects it should be maintained with Refresher after
every 5th time using the Cleaner.
Pour Refresher into the Spray Mop refill cartridge or Squirt
Refresher directly onto the floor from the bottle. Disperse the
Refresher with a clean, damp mop or lint-free cloth.
Please Note: Do not dilute Refresher. Let it dry for about
1 hour before use.
*Floors which previously have been treated with polish or wax have to be deep
cleaned before using Refresher. If streaks appear it is likely that the floor has been
treated with either polish or wax. In this case the polish needs to be removed with a
specialised polish remover.

Oiled floors: 1:200; 5ml Cleaner Concentrate / 1l water
(max 20°C)
It is essential on an oiled floor that the water not be too hot
or the high dosage too high as this may risk lifting oil out of
the floor.

Maintenance for Oiled Floors
To keep your oiled floor in great condition and prevent it from
wear effects it should be maintained with Oil Refresher instead
of Cleaner every 5th clean.
Dilute Arboritec Oil Refresher as per the instructions below.
Using a dampened Spray mop, or a normal damp mop, disperse
the Oil Refresher across the floor. Do not rinse the floor with
water afterwards. After treating an oiled floor with Oil Refresher
the surface may appear matt. It can easily be polished up with
a dry cotton cloth when it has dried.

Dilution for maintaining Oiled Floors
1:20; 50ml Oil Refresher/1L cold water (max 20°C).
It is essential on an oiled floor that the water not be too
hot as this may risk lifting oil out of the floor.

